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Many more school lunch rooms could be made artistically
attractive by murals designed and executed by the children.
Some lunch rooms have murals showing scenes typical of the
home community or of historical events which have appealed
to the children. However, children will have many original
ideas for their rooms if permitted to express themselves. A
few schools have reported using the school orchestra to give
atmosphere to the noon hour. Do sixth grade schools have
time for orchestras? The answer is yes! The question gives
rise to another one. Do not schools take time in the home-
room to discuss behavior? Why not use part of this time in
more gracious living and avoid the necessity for discussing
behavior?
Children's interest in food may be increased if they partici-
pate in serving the food. In the preschool the children are
served small portions and are permitted to have a second serv-
ing if they wish it. They carry their plates to the service table
and often help themselves. Little tots will go, unprompted,
for the cod-liver oil bottle and carry it to the teacher. Older
children have greater pride in their lunch room if they help
to operate it. They can help place foods on the counter, fill
water glasses, sort and stack dishes and trays at the clean-up
counter, and help keep tables and floors tidy in the dining
room.
THE CAFETERIA PLAYS A MAJOR PART IN THE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
In some of the modern schools eight-, nine-, and ten-year-
olds have helped plan their own menus, have shopped for
some of the foods, with or without their teacher, and assisted
the management of the lunch room during serving pe-
The children work in squads, rotating so that no child
i$ forced to use for routine matters time which should be
m learning new facts and understandings. For exam-
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